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• Let’s take a look at the signs that hold the daily room reservations. Is there something that would work 
better? The pads where the push pins go are wearing out. 
• As we are establishing certain study rooms as “The Garden Room” or “The Fish Room” as such, our 
signage should also reflect said names. To that end, let’s look to ordering NEW signage (from same 
company) for the study rooms for which we’ve assumed some nicknames, i.e. “The Last Resort,” “The 
Gold Room,” “The Purple Room,” “The Fish Room,” and “The Garden Room” just like the “Seminar 
Room” sign. 
•ITS does NOT want us plugging random flash drives into network PCs as they can be a source of viruses, 
etc. and damage the ENTIRE network. (We have in the most recent past plugged them in to determine 
their owner in order to contact said owner…NO MORE!) ITS has also agreed to serve as the “repository” 
for flash drives. If we find random flash drives, protocol from this day forward will be to take them to 
ITS. So, if someone comes to the front desk asking if a flash drive has been found, we will then refer 
them to the ITS Helpdesk. 
•Update on “Saxon Station” includes: painting nears completion, two photos have been selected from 
the Archives to be enlarged and framed to be installed over the booth seating, and the phone booth will 
be restored by Tim McKee, who runs the woodshop at the College of Ceramics and ITS. In answering a 
request for additional internet jacks to be installed, he has offered to move the present phone line (at 
the bottom of the stairs next to water fountains) to our completed phone booth AND install a working 
vintage phone. A Train Track of Time timeline is being formulated to run along the wall opposite the A to 
H periodical shelving (wall enclosing the Archival Annex). We will likely have a bookshelf somewhere in 
SAXON STATION with old Kanakadea yearbooks to further embellish the historic theme of the room. 
•Discussion of adding “The Garden Room” to those in Herrick Library that can be reserved. It would 
need to be added to the online form. There have been a few requests to reserve that room for 
meetings. While, like the Conference Room, it has no technological aids, it is a pleasant air-conditioned 
space. Dave has already added it to the Google Calendar format, replacing what was once listed as the 
“First Year Study Room” that has been taken over by CAS. 
•We have installed $21 black slip covers on four chairs and placed them in front of the TV and 
newspaper rack so as to observe their sustainability to wear and tear. Should they hold up, we will likely 
opt to purchase additional covers for other chairs that are in poor condition, thus saving on the 
$400/chair cost of re-upholstering.  
 
 


